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First impressions can change with time
Posted: Jan 25, 2011 11:00am ET
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You can get a very strong and not always accurate view of a vintage
by turning up on the wrong day. I turned up for the end of the 2010
vintage in Burgundy under sodden late-September skies; lines of raincoated pickers were spread across the slopes looking like marauding
beetles. Could the wines possibly be any good?
But then you can also get a surprisingly warped view of a vintage
even if you wait for 15 months, until the tasting season starts. Usually
the Burgundy specialists offer their wine for tasting in the January
that falls about 15 months after harvest. In January 2010, I had a
good look at the 2008 Burgundies and decided that they were in the
main thin, hollow and unappealing.
What I didn't know at the time was that most of them had still not
undergone their malolactic fermentation. Many didn't get there until
the spring and some only managed it in early summer, 21 months
after the harvest.
Retasting the wines in September 2010, I found that thinness has
now transformed into elegance, that lack of appeal is now more likely
to appear as restrained but charming scent. Staying power is what
Jacques Seysses of Domaine Dujac says his 2008s have. They stain
the palate; they're like a tattoo on your skin, albeit a non-permanent
one.
But does anyone want the 2008s? Will anyone want the 2010s?
That's the problem when you have a superstar vintage sandwiched
between two non-stellar offerings. And 2009 is a superstar. Just as in
2005, Burgundy has once again mirrored Bordeaux. This doesn't
always happen; Burgundy is achieving a fully ripe vintage about three
or four years out of 10 at the moment, while Bordeaux is managing
exciting quality about seven times in 10. But the fabulous, lush,
seductive beauty of 2009 Bordeaux is finding a kindred spirit in 2009
Burgundy.
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That doesn't mean that the winemakers are as fond of them as we
are. Many serious winemakers are rather self-deprecating about these rich, easy vintages. Someone like
Claude Dugat, a superb grower in Gevrey-Chambertin, is more passionate about his 2008s than his 2009s.
He puts more blood and sweat into the more difficult vintages. The 2008s drip with his efforts. He said that,
as he put his 2008s into barrel, he'd never tasted such acidic wines from his domaine. He's very proud of
them now.
So early predictions about 2010’s quality simply can’t be based on weeping clouds and layers of suffocating
fog. It was a cold harvest: It was only 7° C (44.6° F) in the vineyard one morning I was there—cold
maceration wasn’t going to be a problem, then. But there had been warmer days at the start of the vintage—
up to 25° C (77° F) in the afternoons—that gave the 2010s a riper sheen than had looked likely before
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picking began. (See Wine Spectator's 2010 Vintage Report for more details.)
<!--[if !supportEmptyParas]--><!--[endif]-->
As much as half the crop was lost through millerandage, so the small quantity of fruit was more concentrated
and could ripen more successfully. But only up to a point. I chewed through grapes coming in from numerous
villages, and the pips were pretty green; the sugars seemed OK, but the skins were surprisingly hard for
Pinot.
Yet the good guys are smiling. At Domaine de la Vougeraie, they said that for real ripeness they'd rather
have picked a week later, but they were quite prepared to double the efforts made with the fruit: being
careful with whole bunch maceration because of green stems, being gentle with extraction because of green
pips and hard skins. They make three barrels of Musigny, and every bunch was being destemmed by hand. A
lot of effort, but a lot of care, too.
The good vineyard sites will shine, the mediocre won't. And anyway, as Véronique Drouhin, of the venerable
négociant Maison Drouhin, said, everyone is becoming a bit spoiled. The late harvest would have been
regarded as perfectly normal only 10 years ago. And a generation ago, the old timers would have nodded
their heads and murmured "vin vert, bon Bourgogne"—green wine to start with becomes good wine in time.
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